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Summary

This report documents the results of a conlputational study conducted on the Orbital Sciences X-34 configu-

ration. The purpose of this study was t.o compute the inviscid aerodynamic characteristics of tile X-34 wing

taking into ac(:ount its structural flexibility. This was a joint exercise conducted with Structural Dynamics

Research Corporation (SDRC) of California, who t)rovided the wing structural deformations for a given

pressure distribution on tile wing surfaces. This stndy was done for a Math number of 1.35 and an angle

of attack of 9 deg.: the freestream dynamic pressure was assumed to be 607 lb/ft'-'. Only the wing and tile

body were simulated. Two wing configurations were examined. Tile first had tile elevons in the undeflected

position and the second had the elevons deflected 20 degrees up. The results indicated that with undeflected

elevons, the wing twists by about 1.5 deg. resulting in a reduction in the angle of attack at tile wing tip by

1.5 deg. The nlaximum vertical deflection of the wing is about 3.71 inches at the wing tip. For the wing with
the undeflected elevons, tile effect of this wing deformation is to reduce the normal force coefficient (Cx)

by 0.012 and introduce a nose up pitching moment coefficient (C,,,) of 0.042. With the elevons deflected 20

degrees up, the effects are relatively small. The CN increases by 0.003 an<t the C,, (lecreases by 0.013.

Nomenclature

CA

C:v

CTII

Cv

F×

Fy

F,

M×

My

M.

Mo_

P

P_

q_c

S_,,:

x, y, z

C_

Ax, Ay, Az

F,:/(q_ S,.,,:), Axial force coefficient

F,/(q< S,.+:), Normal force coefficient

My/(Clx ' Sref _'eI), Pitching monlent coefficient

(P - P<x )/q_c,, Pressure coefficient

Axial force, (lt))

Side force, (lb)

Normal force, (lb)

Reference length( =174.48 in.)

Rolling moment, (ft.lb)

Pitching moment, (ft.lb)

Yawing moment, (ft.lb)
NOTE: The moment reference point is at (0, 0, 0).

Freestream Mach immber (=1.35)

Static pressure on the wing surface

Freestream static pressure

Freestream dynamic pressure ( =607 lb/ft 2)

Reference area ( =51480.0 sq. in.)

Cartesian co-ordinates of a given point; (The nose is at 92.62in., 0, -23.62in.)

(The x-axis is in the axial direction, the )'-axis is in the spanwise direction,

and the z-axis is ill the vertical direction)

Angle of attack, deg.

Displacements of a point along tile x, y, and z axes, respectively, (in.)



Figure1: A Sketchof theX-34modelusedforthewingstaticaeroelasticstudies.

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to determine tile effect of the X-34 wing structural flexibility on the static

longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. In this study only the wing was assunmd to be flexible, and all

other components of the vehicle were assumed to t)e rigid. Due to the spanwise load distribution the wing is

deflected and (lu(' t() the chordwise distribution the wing is twisted. Since th¢_ wing twist changes the angle
of attack along the wing span, it has a much larger impact on the wing aerodynamic characteristics than

the wing bending. In the present study, the effect of the wing flexibility on its aerodynamic characteristics
are computed iteratively.

Under a contractual agreement with Orbital Sciences, SDRC of San Diego modeled the structural details

of the wing. Surface pressures on the Outer Mold Line (OML) were computed at LaRC and transmitted to

SDRC. SDRC then transferred the loads to the underlying wing structure, and computed the wing structural

deflections. The deflected wing geometry was then returned to LaRC for further computational analysis.

The major components of the X-34 vehicle are the fuselage, the wing, the bodyflap, the engine bell, and

the rudder. Of these, the bodyflap, the engine bell, and the rudder are located sufficiently far behind the

wing trailing edge to preclude any Ul)stream influence on the wing at Math 1.35. Since the purpose of the

study was to determine the pressure distribution on the wing mid compute its aerodynamic characteristics,

it was decided to simpli_- the computational model by simulating only the wing and the I)ody in the CFD

model and deleting the bodyflap, the engine bell, and the rudder. Since the vehMe has a plane of symmetry,

only one half of the w_hicle was modeled. The CFD model has a wing semispan of 166.30 in. and a length
of 646.88 in. A sketch of the CFD model is shown Fig. 1.



Thepresentstudieswereconductedfor a freestreamMathnumberof 1.35andanangleof attackof
9degrees.Thefreestrealndynamicpressurewas607lb/ft 2whichrepresentsthemaximunidynamicpressure
onareferencetrajectory.Twowingconfigurationswerestudied;thefirstwaswithtileelevonsundeflected,
andthesecondwaswith theelevonsdeflected20deg.up.

The FELISA Software

All the computations of the present study were done using the FELISA unstructured grid software. This soft-

ware package consists of a set of computer codes for tim simulation of three dimensional steady inviscid flows

using unstructured tetrahedral element grids. Surface triangulation and diseretization of the coinlmtational
domain using tetrahedral elements is done t)y two separate codes. There are two inviscid flow solvers one

for transonic flows and the other for hypersonic flows with an option for i)erfect gas air, equilibrium air, an(t

C-F1 gases. The transonic flow solver was used for the present stud)'. The ratio of st)ecifie heats, (?), was
assume(t to be 1.4. Post-processors like the aerodynamic analysis routine used in the study, are part of the

FELISA software package. More inforination on FELISA may I)e fi)und in [1].

Computers Used

The surface and volume grid generation as well as pre-processing of the grids and post-l)rocessing of the

solution was done on an SGI ONYX computer located in the AerothermodyImnfics Branch (AB), NASA

Langley Research Center. After the FELISA data files were set-up, each surface grid generation require(t
about 30 minutes and ea(:h vohune grid generation re(tuired 4 to 5 CPU hours on the ONYX. Most of the flow

comt)utations were done on SGI origin 2000 series parallel processing comtmters, each having 64 processors

sitting on top of 16G of shared memory. Ea(:h computation of the flow solution required 32 to 40 CPU hours

on these parallel machines.

The X-34 Geometry and the Grids

The geometrical information of the X-34 was received in the form of an ]GES file with 67 trimmed surfaces.
Of these 29 defined the body and the remaining 38 surfa(:es defined the wing and elevons. The IGES ill(, was

processed using the software GridTool [2], and a set of FELISA data files was ot)tained. The comt)utational
dolnain was chosen such that the flow would I)e contained within this domain except at the outflow boundary.

A sketch of the eomlmtational domain is shown in Fig. 2.
The FELISA data files were manually modified so that the desired grid spacings could be ot)taine(l. The

grid st)aeings were chosen such that on and around the wing the spacings were small. Typically, near the

wing leading edge the grid spacing was 0.75 inch at the tip and 1.0 inch near the root. In the far field where
the flow is not influenced by the vehich;, the grid spacing wa,s large. The FELISA surface grid generator wtus

used to triangulate the surfaces. A typical surface grid used for the present eoinputations is shown in Fig. 3.
After a satisfactory surface grid was obtained, the FELISA volume grid generator was used to generate

an unstructured grid of tetrahedral elements within the computational domain. A typical grid used for the

present study had at)out 80,000 points on the surface, and about 650,000 points in the volume grids. All the

grids required for this study were generated on the SGI (:omputer at the Aerothermodynamics Braimh.
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Figure 2: Computational domain used for X-34 wing static aeroelastic studies.



No. of surfacepoints = 78,966
No. of surfacetriangles= 157,928

Figure3: A typicalsurfacetriangulationusedfl)rtileX-34wingstaticaeroelasticstudies.



Flow Solution

Tile volume grids were partitioned using the FELISA pre-processor to run Oil a total of 8 processors. The
flow solutions were started with the low-order option and run for a few hundred iteration, and then the

higher-order option was turned on. The pressure distribution on the wing and the body was integrated,

and the normal fort:e, axial force, and pitching moment were computed once every 20 iteration steps. The

solution was assumed to have converged when these loads reached steady values. This normally required a
total of 32 to 40 CPU hours.

The solution was post-processed on the SGI ONYX at the AB. The aerodynamic loads acting on the

wing were computed, and the pressure distribution on the wing surfaces were extracted. This information

was sent to SDRC along with the surface definition of the wing, and additional information on the curves

that were common between the wing and the fuselage. Since the fuselage was a.ssumed to t)e rigid, these

curves were constrained and not allowed to undergo any deformation although they were part of the wing.

The deformation of tile wing due to the pres{.'ril)ed pressure loads was computed by SDRC, and the deformed

wing surface geometry was returned to LaRC. This geometry was combined with the data files, and a new

set of FELISA data files was obtained for thc defornled wing after the first iteration cycle. These data files

were then used to generate surface and volume grids for the second iteration cycle.

This process of computing the pressure distribution and a deformed wing shape for the computed pressure

distribution was repeated four times. The loads computed on the vehicle at the fourth iteration cycle were

practically same a.s the loads computed in the previous cycle. At this point the process was assume{l to h_ive
converged.

Results and Discussion

The X-34 structure lies under a layer of TPS material. Therefore the pressure loads computed on tile external
surfaces (OML) of the vehicle had to be transferred to the structure. Due to the inaccuracies in this load

transfer process there were some differences between the aerodynamics loads (resultilig from the integration

of the computed surface pressure distribution) and the actual loads applied to the structure at each iteration

steps. The applied loads deflect the wing structure. Since tile deflected wing surfac(_ (()._IL) was required

for flow computations, the wing structural deflections had to t}e transferred back to the wing surface. This
step also introduced some ina{:{:uracies.

It should be recalled that the reference point for all the moments is (0, 0, 0). Also. note that the nose of

the vehicle is at (92.82in., 0, -26.32in.). Tile dynamic pressure is assumed to be 607 lb/ft 2.

Case 1: Elevons Undeflected

The computed aerodynamic loads for the undeflected elevons case are summarized in the Table 1.

The actual loads applied to the structure are listed in Table 2. A comt}arison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals
that the difference in tile maximum force namely Fz, is about 0.5%, and in the difference in the maximum

moment namely My, was about 0.4%. These small differences are not expected to significantly affect the
findings of the present study.

The undeformed wing tip shape and the deformed shapes are shown in Fig. 4. It nmy be noticed form
this figure that there is little difference between tile tip shapes for the third and the fourth iterations. This is

an indication that the process has converged. Similar conclusion may })e drawn from Fig. 5 where the lines

conunon between the wing and the elevons are phltted. The deflections of the leading and trailing edges at



Iteration Mesh Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

No. ID (ll)) (lt)) (1[)) (ft.lb) (ft.lb) (ft.ll))

1 X34Cll 2949 -16916 48740 309130 -2325000 -741930

2 X34C12 2384 -17393 45876 283460 -2178600 -760330

3 X34C13 2438 -17374 46192 286360 -2194900 -759990

4 X34C14 2426 -17377 46133 285770 -2191800 -760010

Table 1: Comt)uted aerodynanli(: loads on tile X-34 wing, M=1.35, (_:= 9 (leg., elevons zero (leg.

Iteration F× Fy Fz Mx My M_

No. (lb) (lt,) (lb) (ft.lt)) (ft.lb) (ft.ll,)

1 2311 -16249 48649 307086 -2315754 -702880

2 2249 -16063 46055 284816 -2184652 -692645

3 2261 -16084 46366 287638 -2200593 -693909

Table 2: Loads apt)lied to tim X-34 wing structure, 1_,1=1.35, (_ = 9 deg., elevons zero (leg.

the wing tip for the four iterations are shown in Table 3. It inay t)e noted from this table that tlw vertical

deflection at the trailing edge of tile wing tip is 3.71 in. At the leading edge the deflecti(m is 2.09 in. This

amounts to a wing twist of about 1.5 (leg.

The upper surface Cp contours for the undeforined wing and the wing after the fourth iteration are shown

in Fig. 6. It may i)e ol)served from this figure that there are small differences 1)etween the two contour plots.

The aerodynamic coefficients for the loads shown in Table 1 are listed in Tal)lc 4. Note that the referen(:(,

area and the pitching moment reference length are 51480.0 sq. in. and 174.48 in., respectively, and th('

pitching moment reference point is tile nose of the vehich_. The (:hanges in C_, an(t C,,, due to tile wing

deformation are -0.012 and +0.042, respectively.

Iteration Leading Edge Trailing Edge

No. Ax Ay Az Ax Ay Az

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.13 -0.19 2.24

0.14 -0.17 2.07

0.14 -0.17 2.09

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.14 -0.38 4.04

0.13 -0.34 3.65

0.13 -0.35 3.71

Table 3: Deflections the leading and trailing edges at tile wing tip, M=1.35, (_ = 9 (leg., elevoils zero deg.
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Figure 4: The wing tip section, M=1.35, c_ = 9 deg., elevons zero deg.

Iteration No. Mesh ID C,4 C_,, C,,

1 X34Cll 0.0136 0.2246 -0.7369

2 X34C12 0.0101 0.2114 -0.6905

3 X34C13 0.0112 0.2129 -0.6956

4 X34C14 0.0112 0.2126 -0.6947

Table 4: Computed aerodynamic coefficients for the X-34 Wing, M=1.35 c_ = 9 deg., elevons zero deg.
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Case 2: Elevons Deflected 20 Deg. Up

Tile conq)uted aerodynamic loads for the case with the elevons deflected 20 (leg. up are shown in Table 5.

For the reasons noted earlier, there were small differences I)etw(_en the aerodynamies h)ads (resulting from

the comt)uted surface l)ressure distrihution) and the actual loads applied to the structure at these iteration

steps is listed in Table 6. It may be noted that the difference in the maximum force namely Fz, was about
0.5difference in the maxinmm inoment namely My, was about 0.4had been noticed in the first case. These

small differences are not ext)eete(t to significantly affect the findings of the present study.

The undeforme(l and (teform(_(1 wing tip shat)es are shown in Fig. 7. It may be noticed forin this figure

that there is little difference between the ti l) shapes for the third and the fourth iterations. This is air

indication that the process has converged. Similar eollclusion may I)(, drawn from Fig. 8 where tim lines

common between the wing and the elevons are plotted. The deflections (if the leading and trailing edges at

the wing tip for the tour iterations are shown in Table 7". It may t)e noted from this tat)le that the maximum
vertical deflection of 1.24 in. occurs at the leading edge. This is much sinaller comt)ared to the 3.71 in.

deflection for the un(leflected clevons case.

The C'p contours on the upper surface of the wing before and after deformation are shown in Fig. 9. It

may be ot)served that the differences between these plots are small. The aerodynanfic coefficients for the
axial and normal forces, and the pitching moment in Table 5 are listed in Table 8. The changes in CN and

C,, due to the wing deformation are +(I.003 and -0.013, r(_st)¢_ctively. These changes are Inuch smaller than

in the elevons undeflected case.

It shouhl be recalled at this points that the present comt)utations are inviscid. Hence, the skin friction



Beforedeformation Alterdefiwmation

Figure6: WinguppersurfaceCp distribution before and after the wing deformation, M=1.35, o = 9 deg.,
ol_v()IIS zero (t(_.

Iteration Mesh Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz

No. ID (lb) (lb) (lb) (ft.lb) (ft.lb) (ft.lb)

1 X34Ell 3868 -15432 31904 176380 -1427000 -669040

2 X34E12 3635 -15731 32797 182990 -1475500 -6818_i

3 X34E13 3644 -15723 32585 181060 -1464600 -681410

4 X34E14 3663 -15742 32638 181540 -1467300 -682590

Tabh, 5: Computed aerodynamic loads on tilt, X-34 wing, M=1.35, o = 9 deg., elevons 20 deg. up.
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Iteration F× Fy Fz Mx My Mz

No. (lb) (lb) (lb) (ft.lb) (ft.lb) (ft.lb)

3193 -14660 31351 171119 -1393538 -624152

3040 -14759 32325 178731 -1446474 -628148

3063 -14735 32103 176819 -1435192 -627136

3050 -14766 32163 177278 -1438054 -628567

Tal)le 6: Loads applied to the X-34 wing structure, M=1.35, c_ = 9 deg., elevons 20 (leg. up.
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Figure 7: The wing tip section h)r M=1.35, a= 9 deg., elevons 20 deg. up.

Iteration

No.

Leading Edge

Ax Ay Az

1 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 0.03 -0.09 -1.19

3 0.t}4 -0.09 -1.26

3 0.04 -0.09 -1.24

Trailing Edge

Ax ay Az

0.00 0.00 0.00

0.17 -0.14 -0.66

0.16 -0.17 -0.84

0.16 -0.16 -0.81

Table 7: Deflections of the leading and trailing edges at tile wing tip, M=1.35, c_ = 9 (leg., elevons 20 deg.

up.
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Figure 8: A plot of the wing/elevons common lines h_r M=1.35, o = 9 deg., elevons 20 deg. up.

is absent. This leads to snmller axial force. More importantly, the flow separation, if any, and its effect on

the aerodynamic loads is also absent. However, at an angle of attack of 9 deg. for the undefleeted elevons

case, there wouhl n()t I)e significant separation on the wing. With the elevons deflected 20 deg. up, there

is a likelihood of flow separation ahead of the elevons hinge line because of a sudden change in slope of the
wing surface ahead of the hinge line. Its effect on the findings is not known.

Conclusion

An inviscid computational study was done to determine the effect of the structural flexibility of the X-34 wing
on its longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics. The unstructured flow solver FELISA software was used

for the grid generation and flow solution. Two wing configurations--one with the elevons in the undeflected

Iteration No. Mesh ID CA CN C._

1 X34Ell 0.0178 0.1470 -0.4523

2 X34E12 0.0168 0.1511 -0.4676

3 X34E13 0.0168 0.1502 -0.4642

4 X34E14 0.0169 0.1504 o0.4651

Tabh_ 8: Computed aerodynanfic coetficients fi)r the X-34 wing, M=1.35, o: = 9 deg., elevons 20 (leg. up.
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and after tile wing deformatiot_, M=1.3_, _ = 9 (leg.,
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position and tile other with the elevons deflected up 20 deg. were considered. For tile wing with undeflected

elevons the effect of the wing flexibility was to reduce CN by 0.012 and change C,,, by 0.042 (nose up). For

tile wing with the elevons deflected 20 deg. up, the effect was to increase the CN by 0.003, and change the

C,,, by -0.013 (nose down). The present flow coInt)utations are inviscid. Hence, the absence of boundary
layer and skin fi'iction could affect the aerodynamic loads and the findings of the present study.
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